In gerbils mated post partum gestation was prolonged when 3 or more young were nursed. A well-defined linear, positive relationship existed between the length of gestation and number of young nursed, with an increase of )·9 days per individual young. No evidence was found for the existence of implantation periods approximating in length to a normal oestrous cycle.
Summary
In gerbils mated post partum gestation was prolonged when 3 or more young were nursed. A well-defined linear, positive relationship existed between the length of gestation and number of young nursed, with an increase of )·9 days per individual young. No evidence was found for the existence of implantation periods approximating in length to a normal oestrous cycle.
In the Mongolian gerbil the length of gestation is 24-26 days (Nakai, Nimura, Tamura, Shimizu & Nishimura, 1960) and this also applies to females mated post partum and having the young removed shortly after birth (Norris & Adams, 1971 ). Under such conditions implantation occurs on Day 8 after mating (Norris & Adams, 1971; Fischer & Floyd, 1972) . In nursing gerbils, prolongation of gestation through delayed implantation was indicated by Marston & Chang (1965) and subsequently confirmed by Norris & Adams (1971) and Meckley & Ginther (1971 .
The present report concerns the relationship between the number of nursing young and gestation length, and the possible occurrence of discrete implantation 'periods' in gerbils undergoing delayed implantation.
and checking the numbers of young nursed, were carried out daily at 0900-1000.
Litter sizes were adjusted, when necessary, the day following parturition, and the desired number of young maintained by cross fostering. Vaginal smears were taken by lavage, and upon confirmation of mating (=Day 1 of pregnancy) the stud male was removed. The young were weaned on Day 30 and the stud male reintroduced.
The results were subjected to regression analysis.
Results
Data based on 171 pregnancies are presented in Table  1 . All females nursing 3 or more young experienced some prolongation of gestation, the longest recorded being 48 days in a female nursing 9 young. A positive, well-defined linear relationship was detected between gestation length and the number of young nursed, the best estimate of this relationship being y = 25·29 + 1·930x, where y is the length of gestation and x the number of young nursed. The prolongation of gestation per unit increase in the number of young nursed was thus estimated as 1·93 ± 0·07 days (P < 0·001).
The estimated day of implantation, based on the post-implantation phase lasting 17 days, is illustrated The calculated regression is y = 25·29 + 1·93x.
• Delay = a gestation length of at least 27 days.
•... Table 1 . The day of implantation was calculated on the basis of the post-implantation phase lasting 17 days.
'> In Fig. 1 ." It appears that post-parturient females nursing an average-sized litter (5-6 young) had a preimplantation period of 15-26 days; therefore, assuming that implantation usually occurs on Day 8, the uterine blastocysts would have remained unattached for 7-18 days. The estimated implantation times revealed no evidence for there being implantation 'periods' corresponding to a short, 4-6 day cycle.
Discussion
The present results show the existence of a well-defined linear relationship between the number of young nursed and the length of gestation in the Mongolian gerbil. Whilst there are several brief reports indicating the occurrence of facultative delay of implantation in other GerbillinaeTatera brantsi and T. afra (Measroch, ] 954); T. indica (Prasad, 1961; Bland, ] 969); Meriones crassus (Marafie, Nayak & Al-Zaid, ] 978) and Desmodillus auricularis (Keogh, 1973 )-the information is too sparse to permit any conclusions to be drawn regarding the relationship between the number of young nursed and gestation length. In comparison with all other species of laboratory rodents the Mongolian gerbil has the highest incidence and greatest extent of implantation delay induced by lactation. The estimated day of implantation provided no evidence for the existence of any marked periodicity in implantation, thereby suggesting a lack of any rhythmic ovarian activity throughout the preimplantation period. Krehbiel (1941) and May, Hepburn & Simpson (1975) Norris & Adams (1979) were unable to confirm this concept. The present results, together with reports of an absence of mating during lactation (Marston & Chang, 1965) and the occurrence of early vaginal closure in pregnancy (Meckley & Ginther, 1973) , indicates an absence of any rhythmic ovarian activity throughout lactational delay in the Mongolian gerbil.
